"MISS GAYZETTE" II CROWNED

Leonarda's was brilliantly alive with the most unusual and yet marvelous enchantment Luella has ever experienced on the occasion of a coronation.

Stu, the new and lovely "Miss Gayzette" II ("Miss ADZ-Gayzette" is NOT a "throw-away," that quaint title has merely never been in existence, silly BAR lady), was as delighted as this girl, when proclaimed winner by Empress Jonnie. Contestants Billy, Tommy and Chuckles, who individually and collectively added such lustre and compliment to the party, caused the merriest difficulty for heaven judges Empress Jonnie, Dowager Cristal, Jim (Mr. Gay S.F.), Miss Cotillion '71 and Prince Consort.

The relaxed and beautiful audience were happily surprised to hear the announced arrival of beaming Czarina Nickie Nations and her gorgeously attired Peninsula court.

Miss Gayzette I (Neil) couldn't have been a more enchanting hostess. She has announced a brief retirement from social madness, while her successor and her new "ladies" are busily preparing for an active 1972 season.

Congratulations, no. II, from loving Luella. Have a grand

MISS GAYZETTES I & II
STU (left), NEIL (right)

(cont'd on page 3)
Nancy, Charley Win

The excitement and professionalism of the Golden Awards, the years' grand highlight, resulted in deserving reward for individual and group contributions for the year 1971.

Nancy and Charley Davis, winners of "Miss Gayzette II," reporting to you from San Francisco's Christopher Street West Parade Committee held the first meeting at Glide Church, March 8th, with a total of thirty-one present, nineteen at the Golden Gate Community Church, March 28th, and the second one had seventeen at the Golden Gate Community Church. Support is growing daily for the Parade.

Parade committees have been outlined as the City's official parade route, starting in the financial district into the Civic Center via, Montgomery, Post, Grant, O'Farrell and Polk, with a rally at the Cathedral. Representatives from as far away as Best Musical, Panto min-

Speaking of lovelies, have you seen all the lovelies who bowl on Mondays and Wednesdays in the Thrill of Winning. The contest, for those who were unable to attend, had four contestants—Billy, Tommy, Chuckles and Yours Truly—last week. The judges, Empress Grant, O'Farrell and Polk, with a rally at the Cathedral. Representatives from as far away as San Francisco, Portland, Reno and Seattle, have attended, and all are quite delighted about the Christopher St. Parade.
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that we want all work for a common cause—the good of our community.

All would agree that unity is working together. In every way possible, yet those who screen out the obvious—do not put down the efforts of those who are concerned about our community. The goal of unity.

Winning ways

By NOW

Debra John

Dear Debra John,

I love coffee and drink about 12 cups a day, mostly all of it homemade. I have been told I don’t like coffee and won’t drink it. I have had no problems with the coffee except for the taste. I like it very much. It isn’t exactly the same as the coffee I bought at the store, but it’s close enough. I have tried many different brands and none of them have come close to the coffee I buy at the store. I love coffee and won’t stop drinking it. I have tried many different brands and none of them have come close to the coffee I buy at the store. I love coffee and won’t stop drinking it.

Sincerely,

Ron

Debra John

Dear Debra John,

I agree with you about sending coffee to our community. It is definitely a great way to support our local businesses. We have had a lot of problems with the coffee we buy at the store, but it has been good. We have tried many different brands and none of them have come close to the coffee we buy at the store. I love coffee and won’t stop drinking it. I have tried many different brands and none of them have come close to the coffee I buy at the store. I love coffee and won’t stop drinking it.

Sincerely,

Ron

San Francisco Independent Theatre Presents
JOHN W. ALBER'S INTERPRETATION OF EDWARD ALBE'S
WHO'S AFRAID OF VIRGINIA WOOLF?

ON BEHALF OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS AND THE VOTING ACADEMY, WE WOULD LIKE TO EXTEND OUR GRATITUDE TO EACH AND EVERY INDIVIDUAL AND GROUP FOR THEIR COOPERATION IN MAKING THIS YEAR'S GOLDEN AWARDS POSSIBLE.

The San Francisco Academy of Performing Arts

San Francisco Independent Theatre

A FIB

By GAYZE DAY

What wonderful weather turmoil as many interesting events being given by so many wonderful people. It’s all over now. (That’s F.A.A.C.)

Cost: There seems to be an additional charge for the event. Why? Any way, I can’t remember what you mean by F.A.A.C. It is all over now. (That’s F.A.A.C.)

Help: We never know. Whether you mean by F.A.A.C. It is all over now. (That’s F.A.A.C.)
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models

ALLEN: WEIGHT LIFTER WILL model. Wild, yet sensitive. Outcalls. (415) 564-2834. If no answer, 562-0214. (B4)

HUNKY GUY #22
... Performance plus ...
(415) 647-9134 (B4)

JOHN the young Italian trip
(415) 626-8541 (B5)

pads

ROOMMATE/BUDGY WANTED...
(415) 563-5524 (B4)

rooms

NEWLY PAINTED KITCHENS IN SOFT YELLOWS & GREENS. WE HOPE YOU WILL AGREE THAT THESE ARE THE VERY CLEANEST APARTMENTS IN SAN FRANCISCO. PARKING AVAILABLE AT FRONT DOOR. LIVE WHERE YOU CAN REST, RELAX & DO YOUR THING. HAIGHT & MKT. AREA. CALL MR. DIGMAN: (415) 861-1213 (B9)

jOBS

M A L E, 27, NEEDS MONEY IN A HURRY! AVAIL FOR DAY WK. W/B NEARLY ANYTHING (HONEST), 9-TO-5 TIME ANYTIME-TRY ME, YOU'LL LIKE ME!
Kevin (415) 752-8500 (B5)

services

TO RESPOND TO A CODED AD SEAL YOUR REPLY IN A BLANK, STAMPED ENVELOPE, THEN PLACE IN A SECOND ENVELOPE, STAMPED AND ADDRESSED TO ADZP.O. BOX 347, SF 94101. YOUR REPLY WILL THEN BE ADDRESSED AND FORWARDED. BE SURE AND INCLUDE THE ADVERTISER'S CODE WHEN ADDRESSING THE ENVELOPE.

aDS

ADVERTISE HERE FOR JUST 50¢ PER LINE, MINIMUM 2 LINES. INCLUDE PERSONAL PHONE NUMBERS OR ADDRESSES REQUIRE A $1. VERIFICATION FEE. COMMERCIAL ADS IN THE BUDDIES SECTION REQUIRE A $1 ADDITIONAL. DEADLINE IS MONDAY 6 PM.

TELEPHONE AREA CODES ARE MANDATORY!

NAME
STREET
CITY
STATE ZIP
PHONE DATE
ENCLOSED
RUN WEEKS

MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO: K/DEL ENTERPRISES P.O. BOX 347 SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF. 94101

CHECK HERE □ IF YOURS IS A CODED AD AND ADD AN ADDITIONAL $1.00.

USE THE BOXES PROVIDED. FIRST LINE 29 CHARACTERS (CODED ADS 24), THEREAFTER 30 PER LINE. ALLOW ONE BLOCK FOR EACH LETTER, PUNCTUATION MARK AND SPACING. WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO EDIT OR REJECT ADS.

buddies

buddies

E114 GROOVY GUY, 27, wants to meet same who wants daytime sex with no hangups & no emotions. Will consider any form, style, position. Will also do modeling for amateur or professional photo shoots. Only letters w/photos, details & phone no. w/be answered.

E115 HUNKY 27 YR. OLD tire of the bar scene wants to meet other guys, weekends, dinners, movies, vacation, etc. Am tired of unreliable insincere love affairs. ALL letters will be answered - STEADY relationship NOT an impossibility!

E116 FFA IS A GAS! LET'S EXPLORE TOGETHER. BEAUTIFUL GUYS, MINDS AND ASSES ONLY. Include photo and phone in reply.

E117 I DIG ITALIAN (OR ITAL type) guys, 20's to 30's, super hairy, stocky, well built, masc, and no hangups. I am tall, bronzy, smooth, good looking. Photo essential.

E118 W/SHARE NEW SEMI- PISSEY FLAT ($ BED??) W/SUPER GROOVY ITAL GUY, HAIRY, 26-36.

E119 DARK ITALIAN 5'-9" 27 with good body seeks tall slim blonds 22-32. Mild SM and FFA bottom OK. Send photo and phone number.

E120 GUY, 36, GD LGK, NEW TO EROTIC SCENES, SEKS SAME WHO IS IN TO MILD S/M, HAIRY AND NOT JADED-LOOKING. 20's TO 30's ONLY. SEND PHOTO AND PHONE NO.

YOUNG ORIENTAL ROOMMATE WANTED, PALO ALTO AREA. REPLY BOX 7409, STANFORD, CA 94305.